
From: Treyvon Milner
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Restrictions Inquiry
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 6:50:20 PM

Hello,

I have a few questions regarding the regulations and restrictions around the cannabis industry.
 Industry
1). Under 3 AAC 306.405. Standard marijuana cultivation facility: privileges and prohibited,
 the terms "prepare" and "package" are loosely defined and I was wondering if rolling a
 marijuana cigarette qualifies as preparation and/or packaging and can be then further
 packaged for re-sale by a marijuana retail store or if it is considered a marijuana product?
2). Where would I find the regulations and restrictions regarding vertical integration and the
 operations of Marijuana Cultivation Facilities and Marijuana Retail stores under one
 company.
3). Is there an ideal place to print out copies of the Municipality Rules/Regulations and MOA
 business zoning maps surrounding marijuana and if so, where would it be?
And finally,
4). Has any decision been reached as to how much the fees will be for each individual license
 and how much sales tax will be?

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Trey M.

Cheers
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From: Springer, Yuri (HSS sponsored)
To: Calder, John P (CED)
Subject: review of ADPH marijuana survey questions
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 12:05:10 PM
Importance: High

Hi John
Hope you remember speaking with me a couple of weeks back about the department of public
 health marijuana use survey questions.  During the call you offered to take a look at the wording of
 questions for our follow-up survey and I’d like to take you up on the offer if you’re able.
 
Because of budget stipulations we need to repeat this survey around May/June.  It will again be
 administered via random-digit dial phone calls to numbers across Alaska. In considering changes to
 survey questions we need to try to balance two issues.  On the one hand, it would be great to make
 changes to ensure that questions are worded as accurately as possible relative to current laws at
 the time of interview (here, May/June 2016).  On the other hand, leaving questions unchanged (or
 minimally altered) maximizes statistical comparability between responses to the initial and follow-
up survey. 
 
Here are the questions:
To the best of your knowledge:

1.       Is it currently legal to buy or sell marijuana in Alaska?
 
2.       How old must a person be to legally use marijuana? (suggest changing to “What is the

 minimum age to legally use recreational marijuana?”)
 

3.       Can marijuana be used legally in a home if the owner allows it?
 

4.       Can marijuana be used legally in a bar or restaurant, if the owner allows it?
 

5.       Can marijuana be used legally anywhere that is out of public view?
 

6.       Can marijuana be used legally in an outdoor public place such as a park, campground, or
 sidewalk?

 
7.       Can marijuana be used legally in your car?

 
8.       Can a person legally carry marijuana onboard a commercial airplane?

 
9.       Can a person legally send marijuana to another person in Alaska using the U.S. Postal

 Service?
 

10.   Can a person legally take marijuana with them when they travel outside of Alaska?
 

11.   Can a person who is driving while high on marijuana be arrested for driving under the
 influence? (suggest changing to “Can a person be arrested for driving while under the
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 influence of marijuana (in other words, while high)?”
 
12. How many marijuana plants can a person legally grow in their home for personal recreational
 use? (suggest changing to “What is the maximum amount (weight) of recreational marijuana that a
 person can legally carry with them while outside of their home?”)
 
13. How many marijuana plants can a person legally grow in their home for personal recreational
 use? (not sure how to deal with the 6 plants/3 in flower issue here)
 
I’ve been asked by the State Epidemiologist, Dr. Joe McLaughlin, to provide any edits to the survey
 questions as soon as possible, ideally within the next week. Thanks for any input you can provide to
 improve the quality and accuracy of our survey results.  Feel free to call me if you have any
 questions or want to discuss
Best
Yuri
 
Yuri Springer, PhD
Alaska Division of Public Health, Section of Epidemiology
3601 C St., Suite 540
Anchorage, AK 99503
907.269.8891 (office)
907.748.7287 (cell)
907.563.7868 (fax)
yuri.springer@alaska.gov
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From: walter carlson
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: Rules for growing
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 7:20:07 PM

I was wondering if a person could get a limited cultivation license while having four
 marijuana plants, before the license went into effect. Would that person be able to take
 cuttings/clones from those plants and use them to start the cultivation process for when/if the
 application process was accepted and all regulations followed?
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From: Travis Fraser
To: Marijuana, CED ABC (CED sponsored)
Subject: State buffer pertaining to housing first on cushman
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:37:47 PM

Building in question is 1550 south cushman will the housing first building across the street wich houses homeless
 adults affect state buffers will the state leave Burrough cannabiss buffers as is or change them pertaining to This
 particular area for cannabiss business  my home phone # 907 457-6141.  Cell 907 378-7437 Travis Fraser thank u
Sent from my iPhone
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